
Complete any three activities to form a tic-tac-toe. Mark these with an X or an O. Attach your work and return 
it on ____________________________________. 

Beautiful Bubbles 

Write your words 
with 

letters. 
 

Fantastic Fonts 

Radical Rainbows Awesome Alphabet 

Waterfall Words 

Hip Highlights Art Smart 

Pretty Patterns 

Type your words 
on the computer 

using a different font 
for each one. Print it 

out and attach. 
 

cat    cat 

write your 
words 2 times each.

Write your 
words with red 
vowels and blue 

consonants. 

ex.  f 
 fi 
 fin 
 find 

Write each word 
then go back and 

highlight each vowel 
with a highlighter 
or yellow crayon. 

Draw a picture 
and hide your 
words in it. 

Write your 
words using an 

pattern.

Spelling Words Spelling Words List 2 

Write your 
words using  

 bubble letters. 
Next, write them 

using letters. 

Lavish Letters 

 phone       enough 
 stuff        laugh 
 puff          giraffe 
 graph        tough 
 photo        rough 
 cough        cliff     

dolphin               physical 
autograph         phrase 
pharmacy          triumph 
trough               coughing 
phonics              toughen 
gopher              alphabet 
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Complete any three activities to form a tic-tac-toe. Mark these with an X or an O. Attach your work and return 
it on ____________________________________. 

Beautiful Bubbles 

Write your words 
with 

letters. 
 

Fantastic Fonts 

Radical Rainbows Awesome Alphabet 

Waterfall Words 

Hip Highlights Art Smart 

Pretty Patterns 

Type your words 
on the computer 

using a different font 
for each one. Print it 

out and attach. 
 

cat    cat 

write your 
words 2 times each.

Write your 
words with red 
vowels and blue 

consonants. 

ex.  f 
 fi 
 fin 
 find 

Write each word 
then go back and 

highlight each vowel 
with a highlighter 
or yellow crayon. 

Draw a picture 
and hide your 
words in it. 

Write your 
words using an 

pattern.

Spelling Words Spelling Words List 2 

Write your 
words using  

 bubble letters. 
Next, write them 

using letters. 

Lavish Letters 

 phone       enough 
 clang        laugh 
 ticket      backtrack  
 graph        tough 
 photo        rough 
 cough       duckling   

dolphin               physical 
autograph         phrase 
pharmacy          triumph 
trough               coughing 
phonics              toughen 
gopher              alphabet 

2013 


